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JOURNEY ON A 
BICYCLE
Developing a Creative Response to Baiskeli

Baiskeli – pronounced ‘baskehli’ – is a song from Kenya about a 
bicycle and the sounds it makes. The text is in Swahili (Baiskeli is 
the Swahili word for bicycle). Composer Gwyneth Herbert arranged 
this song after hearing it sung by children at one of the schools she 
visited in Kenya.

You can listen to the song and read more about Gwyneth Herbert 
by visiting the Friday Afternoons website1. Registration is free 
and gives you access to a Song Bank and teaching resources. 
The interactive Charanga resource on the Baiskeli page includes 
teaching tracks for the full song.

1 fridayafternoonsmusic.co.uk/songbank

Age: 6-11

Level: 
Key Stages 1 & 2

Creative Response

In our video Paul and the singers take you through VCM’s creative response to Baiskeli. As we are 
a singing organisation, our creative response uses singing and vocal percussion. We also have Blake 
playing a djembe! 

In more general terms, a creative response is a piece of music, art, drama or dance created in response to 
a stimulus. The stimulus can be a song, a piece of instrumental music, a poem, an artwork, a story etc.

Elements in VCM’s creative response to Baiskeli

• klickity clack (spoken quietly) – the sound of the bicycle riding along the road

• shh shh – the sound of the wheels moving

• Sounds the singers have come up with including a bicycle bell

• A bass part (can be sung in any vocal range)

• An extract from the song’s melody – ‘Baiskeli yangu wee’ (sung as ‘baskleeangooway’) 

• A melody sung to ‘tenahnah, tenahnah, tenahnaheeay’

• A melody sung to ‘weeooeeohoh, weeooeeoheeoh’

• The use of call and response

• Layering klickity clack shh shh, the bass, sounds and the melody together
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Structure

In VCM’s response Paul uses the following structure :

• Layering the beat, bass line and klickity clack shh shh

• Some of the singers add sounds on top of this

• The beat, bass line and klickity clack shh shh continue while some of the singers now sing the melody 
in call and response format

• Weeooeeohoh repeated in call and response fashion, changing the dynamics (getting louder, then 
softer, then louder etc.)

• Tenahnah, tenahnah, tenahnaheeay repeated and harmonised

Developing your own creative response to Baiskeli

It’s a good idea to have a structure in mind before you begin. There are no rules for how you structure 
a response, however it can be helpful to think in terms of having the following as a starting point:

• An introduction

• A middle section that incorporates an extract of the song you are using

• An ending

Content

VCM has used material from Gwyneth Herbert’s arrangement of Baiskeli and added new ideas created 
by our singers. You are very welcome to use these ideas! You could also have your class come up with 
some ideas of their own. Some suggestions to help them get started:

• Places they might cycle to or things they see along their cycle ride

• Try some words in Swahili*

• Sounds they might hear while cycling

JOURNEY ON A BICYCLE

Haraka Fast

Ngoja! Wait!

Njia  Road, pathJambo Hello

Habari How are you?

* A few words in Swahili to get you started. If you have a child or teacher at school who speaks Swahili you are 
all set! If not, Google translate can help you with the pronunciation.
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These ideas can then lead to:

 Rhythms to say the words they come up with to

 Sounds for things such as a bicycle bell, the wind in your ears

 Actions for things such as getting on the bicycle, coasting down a hill

Starting with words to rhythms is a great way to create an introduction and can also be useful for an 
ending. You can layer these up before adding or changing to elements of the song such as the bass 
line and melody. (Think of how songs have parts layered together – drum beat, rhythms over top of the 
beat, bass guitar part, guitar riff, keyboard part, vocal parts etc.) You can also use call and response for a 
melodic idea with you or a group of children singing the call and another group responding.

Choreography

Don’t be afraid to choreograph the response! Or, have the children standing together in ‘ensemble’ 
formation and divide them into smaller groups (you could even have some pairs or soloists) with each 
beginning their rhythm/words/action at different times (layering these up).

Other Ideas Regarding Structure and Content

You might want to consider using a bit of the song at the very end. That structure could be something 
like this:

Introduction – words, sounds and actions (in rhythms) 

Middle Section - Song – sing a part or parts from VCM’s response to Baiskeli 

Ending – words, sounds and actions (with rhythms). These can come from the introduction or a mix of 
material from the introduction and sounds and actions.

 Section from the Song to Finish – ‘tanahnah, tanahnah, tahnahnah eeay, or ‘Baiskeli yangu wee’ would 
work well, especially if you decrescendo (the singing becomes quieter).

The children could write their own words to one or more of the melodies. Or, they might learn some of 
Gwyneth’s arrangement and write their own words to it.

JOURNEY ON A BICYCLE
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TO SUM UP

There aren’t really any ‘rights or wrongs’ when developing creative 
responses! When working with children our top tips are:

• Write down or record the ideas/rhythms/sounds you and the children decide 
you will use so you don’t forget them.

• Decide on the structure of the response.

• Once you have all the elements you are going to use, make sure you rehearse 
your response so the children know what they are doing in each section. 

• The children will probably remember how the response should go better 
than you do at first! However, practising it will help ensure they feel more 
confident when it comes time to perform it.

• Consider using the layering idea as a focus or starter activity. You can use 
the pop beat from the VOCES8 Method to start and then layer up other 
rhythms, short melodies, vocabulary you would like to review, etc. This is 
great for helping to get a class focused and for reinforcing learning. 

You may want to explore the Friday Afternoons Song Bank for songs your 
class can learn and/or develop a creative response to. Or, try exploring a 
topic the children are learning and see if together you can create a musical 
response to it using voices and even adding some instruments.

If you’d like to share a creative response with us please send a video clip or 
sound file to: ann@vcm.foundation

Have fun!

Ann Wright
Director of Education
VCM Foundation
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